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Abstract 
By focusing on an international design studio practice, this paper discusses processes and first studio outcomes of International 
Master of Interior Architectural Design (IMIAD) Program in Istanbul Technical University-ITU. This paper aims to reveal the 
very initial experiments of this internationally executed and jointly run unique curriculum on interior architecture education on 
graduate level, and magnifies how international interior architecture studio experiments took place in one of the partner 
institutions of the program.Introduction of the paper portrays the brief information about the background, partners, structure and 
outline of the four-semester IMIAD graduate program. Subsequent chapters focus on studio processes, assignment contents, 
pedagogical and tutorial achievements. Furthermore, projects and works of IMIAD students provide visual materials to 
demonstrate the studio outcomes. Paper concludes by depicting the success and the progress of the program in the following 
years. 
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1. Introduction 
Doubtlessly, approaches to interior design education diversify according to institutions, higher education systems 
and countries around the world. Under-graduate and graduate programs on interior architecture are launched in 
various schools of architecture, fine arts academies, design or even in engineering schools. Although the diversity 
avoids the dogmatic models and static approaches, the variety may not always serve in enhancement of the design 
education. 
This paper conveys an international curriculum development program on interior architecture education, by 
discussing the initial outputs of the graduate program, IMIAD International Master of Interior Architecture Design 
in Istanbul Technical University. IMIAD program seeks to constitute a novel framework that provides an enriched 
international collaboration and joint education facilities, while maintaining the continuity of institutional identities. 
The discussion starts with the introduction of IMIAD graduate program, and is pursued by explaining the sequential 
structure of the curriculum, through the initial outputs in Istanbul Technical University. 
2. IMIAD Programme 
International Master of Interior Architectural Design Program (IMIAD) has been launched in 2002, as a 
European Project under Curriculum Development Program in higher education. IMIAD program is jointly run by 
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five partners: Istanbul Technical University (ITU), Hochschule für Technik Stuttgart (HFT), Edinburgh College of 
Art (ECA), Lahti University of Applied Sciences (LAMK) and Scuola Universiteria Professionale Della Svizzera 
(SUPSI). 
While appreciating multiplicity in teaching strategies and the immense contribution of institutional superiorities, 
IMIAD Program sets forth a collaborative effort to enrich graduate level studies on interior architecture, by majorly 
focusing on issues such as; history, culture and theory; cultural change and transformation; typology; 
communication; design processes. Besides, by establishing a multi-cultural and inter-disciplinary approach in 
education, this design-based program, provides an extensive panorama in specialization on various topics in interior 
architecture. In addition to these, while projecting the international practice for its graduates, mobility and cultural 
exchange emerge as two key principles of the program that strengthen the idea of expanded collaboration in design 
profession. 
IMIAD program is scheduled in four semesters. In the first semester, education starts at the home university, and 
students are required to take certain courses, including the integrated design studio. Consequently, the second 
semester is configured as the exchange term for all IMIAD students, when they become outgoing students of one of 
the four partner institutions. Since each partner institution comes from a diverse background and specialized in 
different fields of interior architectural education, students split through institutions according to their goals of 
specialization. Thus the exchange semester’s design studio is configured to improve skills of IMIAD students, 
corresponding with the institution’s superiority. Moreover the structure of international studio schedule is based on 
enhancing every means of interaction, while multiplying the flow of information between each parties; student-tutor, 
tutor-tutor, institution-institution. On the other hand, in the third semester, students return to their home institutions, 
but this semester initiates with a short project workshop, where all IMIAD students re-unite for the project month 
event, in one of the institutions, rotating annually. And finally on the fourth semester, students are oriented to focus 
on their research projects and the completion of their thesis.  
3. Integrated Studio 
The integrated studio was the first term studio, of the IMIAD graduated program, which has been structured 
around a major design project. Theoretical lectures on material and technology, communication and client relations 
are also associating to the project. Students were asked to generate design solutions for a given site, by elaborating 
on issues such as brand identity and corporate identity, along with solving complex spatial relations. Besides they 
have been also asked to develop advance design skills and approaches on material and construction technologies. At 
the end of the term, addition to the design project, students were also asked to prepare an extensive report that 
accompanies to the main design project (Figure 1). Students mostly choose topics such as; public relation or 
advertising offices as the re-use functions, and worked on projects like; PR, travel agencies, publication agencies. 
The studio has scheduled for fourteen-weeks including two pinups, one interim-jury and the final jury assessments. 
The first integrated IMIAD studio in ITU was conducted by Prof.Dr. Ayla Atasoy, and teaching assistants; BahadÕr 
Numan and Emine Görgül. 
In relation with the given project brief, Merve FÕndÕk has generated a successful office design project for a 
prospect firm on public relations, in a recently constructed media center at Taksim neighboring, at the very heart of 
the city. Departing from the theme nar (pomegranate), she has utilized the related concepts like piece and unity, 
surprise, energy etc. in her design proposal. 
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Figure 1. Nar public relations office project of Merve FÕndÕk, plans and material borad. 
4. Initiating the International Studio 
Being located in a city like Istanbul, ITU has been contributing to the IMIAD exchange semester, by conducting 
the international project studio in a metropolitan milieu that consists of diverse cultural relations. With its intense 
stratified structure and overlapping spatio-temporalities -like former Genoese trade colony and the late Ottoman 
foreign trade districts (intertwined Italian, British and French quarters)- Pera was chosen to problematize the task for 
the first IMIAD international Studio experience. 
The initial international studio was structured to develop students’ comprehension to dismantle various 
correlations within a heterogeneously structured complex dynamic system. The methodology deployed in the 
assignments was configured to ameliorate faculties of the students in analyzing and maping socio-cultural, political 
and economical relations in such kind of a territory, while innovatively transforming all find outs into design 
proposals. 
Two sequential project assignments were formulized, to achieve the goals of the international studio. First 
assignment was the preliminary project, which aimed to approach to the site from a more mezzo-macro scale into an 
urban interior scale. Second assignment was the main project, which was a re-modeling inquiry of an existing 
structure. The first IMIAD international studio in ITU was conducted by Prof.Dr. Ayla Atasoy, and teaching 
assistants; Müge Belek, Ça÷Õl Yurdakul and Emine Görgül. 
4.1. Study Site and Characteristics of the Territory 
Addressing back to Byzantium Era, Pera can be considered as one of the most authentic districts in Istanbul. Pera 
rises on slopes of Beyo÷lu, facing to the old city (the Historical Peninsula), beyond the Golden Horn. Territorial 
image of the site, the urban tissue, the socio-cultural structure and even characteristics of the built environment 
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mostly had been established and developed under the influence of the Genoese Colony in 11th Century. Then after, 
during 17th Century the site had been territorialized by British and the French trade colonies. 
Because of the harbor and continuous trade facilities, Pera kept its socio-economic autonomy for ages. Contrary 
to the political changes, Pera remained as a neutral area that hosted diverse minorities like Jewish and Arabic 
immigrants from Spain in 15th Century, and Anglo-Saxon minorities during 17th and 18th Centuries. These impacts 
not only shaped the heterogeneous structure of the territory, but also infiltrated to the city and affected it as well. 
Today Pera is one of the most intensive transfer axes of the city, the most particular spot for hardware and 
imported goods, the financial epicenter of banking facilities, and the premium destination for entertainment and the 
nightlife of the city. 
4.2. Preliminary Project BalÕk-Ekmek 
The preliminary project, balik-ekmek (fish and bread), was a quick exercise that has been formulized for the first 
four weeks of the studio to initialize the interaction of students with the territory. While students were steered to 
exercise more to grasp the territorial image, the local food fish and bread was utilized as a medium to dismantle and 
re-structure socio-cultural, economical, behavioral relations that exists within the territory. 
 
 
  Figure 2. Balik-ekmek project of Uta Hang, collages. 
 
Students were asked to developed urban-interiors to facilitate preparation and dining functions for fish and bread, 
while territorializing in-between spaces in the urban tissue (Figures from 2 and 3). Anchoring to the scale of interior 
architecture, they generated hybrid spatialities, which were enfolding inside and outside relations that emerged from 
the characteristics of the territory. They chose abandoned plots in the urban tissue, either on land or by the shoreline. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Balik-ekmek project of Uta Hang, plans. 
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4.3. Main Project 
In the main project exercise, students were asked to generate new design solutions for two former Genoese 
buildings, which still exist; the trade archive and the courthouse. Main focus was to propose novel spatio-temporal 
relations, while remodeling an existing structure consistent with the re-use scenario. Students chose retail, 
entertainment and accommodation facilities as the re-use functions, and worked on projects like; a fashion boutique, 
a nightclub and a boutique hotel. The main project phase was scheduled for ten weeks including two pinups, one 
interim-jury and the final jury assessments.  
 
 
Figure 4. Beyond project of Sandra Hedrich, layout. 
 
Referring to the etymological root of the Byzantium term ‘pera’, which means beyond, Sandra Hedrich designed 
a fashion boutique in the former trade archive building, which is two stories high masonry building that is consisted 
of three units. The building group has been located on the corner of main pedestrian axis that have been climbing 
from harbor up to Galata tower (Figures 4). Departing from the theme beyond, Hedrich placed in function like 
garment design and production, retail and display facilities into the existing structure, which is consisted of three 
subsequent units.  
Hedrich generated an intermingled proposal for these three sub-units, associating with metaphor of theater, where 
she deployed Renaissance, shadow and puppet theaters as the sub-concepts in her design. The unit that has been 
located on the edge of the building group closed to the corner was designed referring to Renaissance Theater, 
enfolding the active and passive exhibition functions. Principles of Shadow Theater were deployed in the dressing 
room area, which was placed in the second unit. Besides concepts from the puppet theater were set out in the third 
unit that gathers accessory displays and cashiers (Figure 5). 
 
  
Figure 5. Beyond project of Sandra Hedrich, sections and perspective. 
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5. Project Month Meeting 
‘The Project Month’, event of IMIAD Program, which has scheduled on the third semester, in terms of improving 
the interaction and collaboration through the international platforms. The first example of this annual event has 
taken place on October 2006 in San Bernardino-Switzerland, which has been held by SUPSI-’Scuola Universitaria 
Professionale della Svizzera Italiana’, one of the partner Institutions due to the IMIAD agreement. The initial project 
month event studio was conducted by Prof. Thomas Plüss (SUPSI), Prof. Eberhard Holder (University of Stuttgart 
Applied Sciences), Prof. Ayla Atasoy, Prof. Maarit Keto (LAMK), Prof. Willie Brown and Prof. Ed Hollis (ECA), 
Prof. Felice Guarino (HTW Chur) and teaching assistants; Petr Michalek, BahadÕr Numan, Nilufer Saglar-Onay and 
Emine Görgül.  
On the other hand the character of San Bernardino, ‘being  in-between’ has risen as an important feature in the 
selection of the study area, of this inter-cultural workshop. Based on the cultural diversity and the multiplied 
interpretations both in the design education and production, the study groups of the workshop have focused on 
various problems of San Bernardino in different scales shifting from local to global… 
The main objective of the workshop study was to generate a new identity for San Bernardino by creating 
innovative ideas deriving from the potentials of the site, and improving the conditions of the problematic spots in the 
site. In different modes of inside and outside relations, five major spots can be mentioned as follows; the San 
Bernardino Tunnel Station-Werkhof, the entrance to San Bernardino, The Fonte Minerale of San Bernardino, and 
the Hotels Alberella and Ravizza… 
Conversely in the group assignments, students generated unique compositions like analysis and synthesis of the 
study area, project development about structures, materials and patterns and finally the presentations. On the ex 2, 
the groups were asked to analyze the site, make intense observations about the patterns, structures, surfaces and 
depths of the built environment on the site, while on the subsequent one -ex 3- they were asked to synthesize the 
gathered data, and generate a master plan indicating social, spatial and economical concepts. Ex 5 and 6 were the 
finalization steps of the workshop process (Figure 6 and 7). 
 
  
Figure 6 and 7. Examples for final presentations of Group 2, Jan Eckert, Yasin Özdemir, Chris Völcker the IMIAD students.. 
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6. Concluding Remarks 
The first year of international IMIAD project studios experience from ITU perspective was such an immense 
education experiment in developing novel interior architecture curriculum in graduate level studies. The jointly run 
international program has provided richness in design education by ameliorating the skills of students through 
enabling them to interact with diverse territories and cultural back-grounds, while reconfiguring the idea of interior 
apart from the physicality of a border, but integrating it more with the perceived spatial qualities.  
As the program aims to educate the future professionals to become capable in practicing diverse milieus, on the 
following years IMIAD international studio practices expand immensely to the diverse locations of the world, going 
out from Europe region, and embracing novel institutions in other territories a partner candidates. 
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